New. He had been grasping for the perfect adjective for the better part of seven days. As an eternal optimist, “new” was the most positive descriptor he found applicable. His wife, Lydia, had brought him to the “new” place one week ago. Though he tried, he could not remember her consulting him on the decision. In fact, the more he reflected, the more aware he became of the missing details. Unfazed, he resorted to assumption to fill gaps. Knowing Lydia, she was probably emptying the entire house of furniture, appliances, knick-knacks, and antiques (her husband included in the latter category) in order to soothe one of her frequent bouts of cleaning fever. Until she recovered from her irrationality, all he could do was wait. He imagined his return home: Lydia proudly describing all the work she had...
done, only to unveil the house in the exact same state as before. He smiled. For all the fifty years of their marriage, each object in their home had always fit snugly in a designated space, reminiscent of the jigsaw puzzles of which Lydia was so fond.

Much to his dismay, the days continued bleeding into one another like a child’s clumsy watercolor painting. As he became more familiar with the house, he could not help but think that “new” had been an exceedingly inaccurate word. In fact, the house was quite old indeed. The women in white padded across the wooden floors in their sterile little tennis shoes, attending to others in nearby rooms. He became accustomed to the tinny smell of canned peaches, the syrupy aroma that stung his taste buds somehow preferable to the chemical-laced lemon scent of Lysol disinfectant that seemed to be in constant use. His whole body grew stiff from sitting in the wheelchair all day, and frequently remaining in the position through the night. He felt no inclination to stand; he might as well rest before Lydia put him back to work at home.

Sometimes he caught a glimpse of another boarder in the house. They all seemed rather odd. Henry, an ancient man nonetheless adept at maneuvering his own wheelchair, continually stole his belongings: toothbrush, robe, sweatshirts. Henry would roll off with his own wheelchair, continually staring into space, his eyes glaze of conditioned sympathy. Other family members besides Lydia frequented the house. Each time they left, their lingering gazes, quivering chins, and moist eyes intimated something dark he had yet to accept. Confined to his chair as if bound by ropes, optimism began to depart, much as memory had. He made the decision to become silent, hoping that the women in white might sense something amiss, and let him return home.

His spirit faded according to plan, extinguished like the flame of the gas stove that Lydia would turn off with a loving scold after he had forgotten to do so. The women in white did notice. So did Lydia. They spent even more time at his side, and called in strangers to make him as comfortable as possible. Why didn’t they understand? He was fooling them, he was not actually sick! The strangers continually placed a cloud of fresh pillows beneath his head and tucked comforting blankets tightly around him.

One night, he looked up at Lydia, perched loyally at his bedside. He told her of his devious plan to return home, but she understood. That comprehension was all he needed. Closing his eyes, he let the cloud consume him, dreaming of Lydia, and allowed the final thread to unravel.
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